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60 Years of Mars 
Exploration






















































































































































Ames Research Center • Occupants: ~1130 civil servants; ~2,100 contractors;1,650 tenants855 summer students in 2016
• FY2016 Budget: ~$915M (including reimbursable/EUL)
• ~1,900 acres (400 acres security perimeter); 5M building ft2
• Airfield: ~9,000 and 8,000 ft runways
Ames Core Competencies
Entry Systems
Space and Earth Sciences
















Flight Deck Interval 
Management
for Arrival Operations
Air Traffic Demonstration – ATD-1








Advanced IT and Computing Systems
Large Scale 



























Autonomous nav, docking 
and recharge, and mobile 
sensor IVA work on the ISS
Planetary Lake 
Lander
Adaptive science for 
dynamic phenomena 
in deep-space 




Adapt space robotics 



















Payload & Drill 
Subsystem
Cost-Effective Space Missions @ Ames
Biosentinel




Astrobiology and Life Sciences
Advanced Life Support Technologies 
Air RevitalizationWater Recovery Waste Recovery








































































Solar System and Beyond: 
Our Journey of Discovery
Exoplanet Biosignatures
NASA Astrobiology Institute
LIFE IN THE UNIVERSE
Icy Worlds: 
Habitability and 
Life Detection  
Mars: Habitability 
of Early MarsOrigin and Nature of 
Life, Co-evolution 
with Planet Earth
Technology: Technology Drives Exploration







Space and Earth Sciences
Kepler
SOFIA
2007:  CheMin installed in MSL
ChemCam
SAM
In Support of Curiosity
REMS
Column Visible Dust Opacity at Ls: 281


























Mars Clima e 

































The Air Mail Act (1925) 
NACA (1915) FAA, NASA (1958) 
Air Commerce Act (1926)




AT&T Telstar (1962) 
Space
The Canadarm 2 reaches out to grapple the SpaceX Dragon cargo 
spacecraft and prepare it to be pulled into its port on the ISS. (4/17/2015)
Commercial Space Transportation
Commercial Resupply Services Commercial Crew Program
Pad 39-A (11/9/67): Apollo 4, the 
first test flight of Saturn V.
Pad 39-A (4/12/81): STS-1,: John Young 
and Bob Crippen flew Columbia for 2days
Pad 39-A (2/19/17): SpaceX CRS-10 “Dragon”, 





• Engineers: Aerospace, Software, Electrical, Materials, Systems
• Physical Scientists: Astrobiology, Biosciences, Space, and Earth Sciences
• Business Operations (HR, Public Affairs, Procurement, IT)
Pathways and Education Programs: Internships, Fellowships, Intern 
Employment and Recent Graduate Program 
• Engineering
• Physical Scientist
• Human Resources
• Finance
• Business Administration
nasajobs.nasa.gov
www.usajobs.gov
nasapeople.nasa.gov
intern.nasa.gov
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Eugene.L.Tu@nasa.gov
Questions?
